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Abstract:Proposed here is a new algorithm to compute the cube root of large positive integer. The 
algorithm is based on the implementation of long division method also known as manual method we 
usually use to find the square root of a number. To implement the long division method, the given 
number is first represented in a radix-10 representa and then Bino’s Model of Multiplication is used 
to systematically implement the long division method. A representa is a special array to represent a 
number in the form of an array so as to enable us to treat the representas in the same way as we treat 
numbers. This simplifies the difficulty of dealing large numbers in a computer. Also, at the same time 
it simplifies the implementation of long division method to find the cube root of positive number, 
ranging from single digit number to arbitrarily large positive number such as RSA challenge 
numbers. The algorithm can be used to compute cube root of a non-perfect cube number up to desired 
precision and each computed digit of cube root gives the best precision. Cube root of 2, 5, 10 up to 30 
digits and integer parts of cube roots of first few and last few RSA challenge numbers are also 
provided in the experimental result to show that the algorithm works perfectly to compute the cube 
root of any positive integer, however small or large it may be. 
Keywords:Bino‘s Model of Multiplication, Convolution, Cube of a large number, Large number 
manipulation, Long division method, RSA challenge numbers, Representa, Cube root computation.  
 
1. Introduction 
Submit Dealing in large number in a personal computer is 
problematic. This is because dealing of large numbers is to 
be done in special ways as such large number cannot be 
represented as a value in a variable of a programming 
language and the programs or algorithm written for small 
numbers cannot be directly applied to such large numbers.  
This means that algorithm for computing square root or cube 
root of small number like 1234565 cannot be used to 
compute the square root or cube root of large number such as 
30 or more digit number like RSA (Rivest, Shamir and 
Adleman) challenge number. This problem of handling large 
number can be solved by using the notion of representa [7]. 
Representa is a special way to represent number in the form 
of an array, which can be treated in the same way as we treat 
numbers. Representa simplifies the development of 
algorithms for arithmetic operations for large numbers. 
Finding square root or cube root of a number in a computer 
or calculator is done in totally different ways as we do to 
compute the square or cube root manually.  The manual 
method of computing square root gives the best possible 
result for any digit computed as compared to numerical 
approximation methods. However, so far no one has 
implemented successfully the manual method to compute the 
square root in a computer and hence the method is regarded 
as dead end method of computing square root in computer 
science community.    
The most popular method for finding square root 
electronically is the iterative method based on Babylonian 
algorithm or Newton-Rapson method or its variants [1, 2, 3, 
4]. But these algorithms are suitable for small numbers 
which are within the byte size limitations. These algorithms 
iteratively approximate the root until a specified precision is 
achieved and require division of the number by newly 
approximated root at each iteration. Division of two large 
numbers is computationally difficult task which requires 
special algorithms. So, the direct implementation of iterative 
approximation method for finding square root of a large 
number is not possible. A new algorithm based on long 
division method to compute the square root of an arbitrarily 
large number has been successfully developed in [8].    This 
paper extends the square root method to find cube root using 
long division method. This method is similar to the method 
computing cube root suggested by Aryabhatta[5] in theory 
but the way of implementation is totally different. In [6], 
another method to compute the cube root is explained in 
terms of expansion of a cube of a polynomial. Some online 
sites which shows or tires to explains the manual method of 
computing cube roots are listed in [ 9 --14].  This paper 
implements the long division method of computing cube root 
of an arbitrarily large number using the concepts of 
representa and Bino‘s Model of Multiplication. 
The rest of the paper is organized into four sections. Section-
II describes the Cube of a large number using Bino‘s model 
of Multiplication (BMM). This can be used to test the 
correctness of the result of cube root and is used to explain 
why and how Long Division Method (LDM) works to find 
the cube root of large number. Section III describes the long 
division method of computing cube root of large integer. An 
algorithm to compute the cube root based on representa is 
presented. The experimental result is given in section IV and 
conclusion in section V. 
2. Cubing a large number using BMM 
Set Bino‘s model of multiplication is generalized 
multiplication model for multiplication of numbers, 
polynomials and arrays. To multiply two numbers, numbers 
are represented in the form of special arrays called representa 
depending on a specific radix or base, which is a power of 
10. In a representa of radix-10, each element of the 
representa must be a reminder of 10. In a representa of radix-
100, each element is a reminder of 100. In this way, in a 
representa of radix-1000, the elements are reminder of 1000. 
Representing a number in higher radix, saves, significant 
amount of memory and processing time. However, in this 
paper, we will be dealing with representa of radix-10, for 
easy understanding of the explanation.    Once the numbers 
to be multiplied are represented in representa of same radix 
(10, here), multiplication terms are computed. The actual 
result of multiplication can be easily obtained from the 
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multiplication terms adjusting the carries in the 
multiplication terms. More on representa arithmetic and 
Bino‘s model of multiplication can be found in [13].   
According to the Bino‘s model of multiplication, when two 
representas each of length m and n are multiplied the number 
of multiplication terms is given by m+n-1. The number of 
multiplication terms of square two m-digit number is 2m-1. 
The cube of an m-digit number can be considered as 
multiplication of the square of the m-digit number and the 
number itself. So, the number of multiplication terms of cube 
of m-digit number is (2m-1)+m-1=3m-2.   When m=1, the 
number of multiplication terms is 3*1-2=1, i.e., the number 
of multiplication terms for cubing a single digit number is 1. 
When m=2, 3m-2=4, i.e., the number of multiplication terms 
when a 2-digit number is cubed is 4. Similarly, when m=3, 
3m-2=7, i.e., the number of multiplication terms when a 3-
digit number is cubed is 7 and so on. The number of 
multiplication terms also indicates the minimum number of 
digits when a number is cubed.  
Let us consider some examples of finding cube using Bino‘s 
Model of Multiplication.  
 
A. Cube  of 2-digit number 
Suppose b1,b2 is a two digit number for which we want to 
compute cube. We first represent in a radix-10 represented as  
B1=[b1,b2].  Then, cube of the 2-digit number will consist of 
three multiplication terms.  Let us represent the array 
representing a multiplication term by T, and each element in 
the array by Ti, (denoting i-th element). 
B1^3=T 
Where T=[T1,T2,T3,T4  ] and the respective terms are 
𝑇1 = 𝑏1
3,𝑇2 = 3𝑏1
2𝑏2 ,𝑇3 = 3𝑏1𝑏2
2,𝑇4 = 𝑏2
3 
The result of cube of 2-digit number will be given by 
(𝑏1𝑏2)
3 = 1000 × 𝑇1 + 100 × 𝑇2 + 10 × 𝑇3 + 𝑇4 
Depending on the values of the two digits, the square of a 2-
digit number will have minimum of 3 digits and maximum of 
4- digits.  
Example-1: Cube of 23, 
Multiplication Terms are 
T 
𝑇1 = 𝑏1
3 = 23 = 8 
𝑇2 = 3𝑏1
2𝑏2 = 3 × 4 × 3 = 36 
𝑇3 = 3𝑏1𝑏2
2 = 3 × 2 × 32 = 54 
𝑇4 = 𝑏2
3 = 33 = 27 
So, 233 = 1000 × 8 + 100 × 36 + 10 × 54 + 27 = 2167 , 
which is a  5- digit number.  
Example-2:  Square of 67 
Multiplication Terms are 
T1 = b1
3 = 63 = 216 
T2 = 3b1
2b2 = 3 × 36 × 7 = 756 
T3 = 3b1b2
2 = 3 × 6 × 72 = 882 
T4 = b2
3 = 73 = 343 
So, 
673 = 1000 × 216 + 100 × 756 + 10 × 882 + 343 
= 300763, which is a 6- digit number.  
From these examples, it can be seen that any 4, 5 or 6- 






B. Cube of a 3-digit number 
Let 𝐵1 = [𝑏1 , 𝑏2𝑏3] be a radix-10 representa 
corresponding to a 3- digit number𝑏1𝑏2𝑏3.  Then, the cube of 
𝐵1 will have 7 multiplication terms, which are as follows. 
𝐵1





2,    







The actual result of the squaring the 3-digit number is given 
by 
   ( 𝑏1𝑏2𝑏3)
3 = 1000000 × 𝑇1 + 100000 × 𝑇2
+ 10000 × 𝑇3  +      1000 × 𝑇4
+ 100 × 𝑇5 + 10 × 𝑇6 + 𝑇7 
As there are seven multiplication terms, the number of digits 
in resulting square will be 7, 8 or  9-digit number depending 
on the values of first two multiplication terms.  So, any 7, 8 
or 9- digit number can be thought of as if obtained from the 
above seven multiplication terms cubing a 3-digit number. 
 
C. Cube of an m-digit number: 
Let 𝐵1 = [𝑏1 , 𝑏2, 𝑏3,… , 𝑏𝑚 ] be an m-digit number 
represented in a representa of base 10.  Then, there will be 









2𝑏4 + 6𝑏1𝑏2𝑏3 + 𝑏2
3 
𝑇5 = 3𝑏1








2𝑏7 + 6𝑏1𝑏2𝑏6 + 6𝑏1𝑏3𝑏5 + 3𝑏1𝑏4
2 + 3𝑏2
2𝑏5
+ 6𝑏2𝑏3𝑏4 + 𝑏3
3 
And so on.  
Giving direct formulation of cube of multi-digit number is 
difficult without using over-bracket summation. However, 
describing over-bracket summation will make content longer 
and deviate from the main point of the paper. Interested 
readers are referred to [7]. 
Another approach to compute cube of multi-digit number is 
to multiply the square of the multi-digit number with number 
itself using Bino‘s model of multiplication.  Finding the 
square of an m-digit number can be done easily using BMM. 
Following is the description of an algorithm to compute the 
square of an m-digit number given in [8].  
 
Let B be  radix-10 representa of an  m-digit number. That 
is, 
m=Length of the representa of base length 10. 
T= an array of length L to store L multiplication terms 
L=2*m-1; 




for j=1 to (i-1)/2 
lowerhalf=lowerhalf + B(j)*B(i+1-j); 




T(L-i)=upperhalf +B((i+1)/2)*B((i+1)/2);  
Else 
For j=1 to (i/2) 
lowerhalf=lowerhalf+B(j)*B(i+1-j); 
upperhalf=upperhalf + B(m+1-j)*B(m-1+j) 
end 
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The actual result of squaring is obtained from 
multiplication terms T by successively adding the carry from 
the last term to successive terms on the left till the first term.  
Once we find the square of an m-digit number using the 
above algorithm, the cube of number can be easily obtained 
by multiplying the square with the m-digit number itself. 
Bino‘s model of multiplication shows that convolution 
operation is nothing but a multiplication operation. So, if T is 
the square of an m-digit number and B is a representa of base 
10 of m-digit number, then the cube of m-digit number Q can 
be written as 
Q=T⨂B, where ⨂ denotes the convolution operation.  
The elements of Q correspond to the multiplication terms of 
cube the m-digit number represented by representa B.  
3. Computing cube root using LDM 
The long division method also known as manual method is 
the method, we generally use, to compute the square root of 
a number. This method has not been implemented as an 
algorithm to compute square or cube root of a number. 
Instead other approximation or estimation method such as 
Newton‘s or Halley‘s method has been used. The main 
reason why long division method has not been implemented 
as an algorithm is because the underlying theory why and 
how this method works has not been explained properly. 
Some tries to explain it using squaring of polynomials. But 
the polynomials representation and number representation 
are different and so, the explanation of the process is not 
clearly understandable for implementation purpose. BMM 
can be used to explain how LDM works for finding the cube 
root of a number.  
Before explaining LDM, let us examine the following 
multiplication terms of cubing a 1, 2, and 3-digit numbers in 












(Four multiplication terms, 3*2-2= 4) 













(Seven multiplication terms, 3*3-2=7)  
f we observe carefully, we see that the cube of digits occur 







multiplication terms contain 𝑏1
3, 𝑏2
3, 𝑏3
3 etc. Finding cube root 
from the multiplication terms of a cube of a number requires 
a systematic process to eliminate the cube of the digits in 
their order of occurrence i.e. from left to right in long 
division method.  
Let us examine the some cases of finding square roots of 
some numbers. 
Finding the square root of 1, 2 or 3-digit number is trivial. It 
will be any digit from 0 to 9.  
A. Cube  root of 4, 5 or 6-digit number 
Cube root of 4, 5 or 6-digit number will be a 2 digit 
number.  We know that cubing a 2-digit number results in 
four multiplication terms.  So, the minimum number of digits 
when a 2-digit number is cubed is 4. The maximum number 
of digits when a 2-digit number is 6. This is because, the 
number of multiplication terms when a 3-digit number is 
cubed is 7. So, the problem of finding the cube root of a 4,5 
or 6-digit number is finding the two digits from the four 
multiplication terms.  
Let us assume that the 4, 5 or 6-digit number is 
represented by four multiplication terms obtained when a 2-
digit number is cubed.  The first term is 𝑏1
3, which can be 
obtained by multiplying 𝑏1 with itself three times, as shown 
in the upper left part of Figure-1. Then, 𝑏1
3 is subtracted from 
the multiplication terms and the first multiplication term is 
eliminated. So, 𝑏1 becomes the first digit of the cube root, 
which is written at the top. After eliminating the first 




3. They are brought down in the next 
line. Then 3 times the square of first digit of the root, 3 times 
the first of the root and 1 (that is 3𝑎1
2 , 3𝑎1 , 1) is multiplied 
element-wise by 𝑏2 , 𝑏2
2,𝑏2
3, where 𝑏2is the next probable 
digit of the cube root. When  3𝑎1
2 , 3𝑎1 , 1  and  (𝑏2, 𝑏2
2, 𝑏2
3) 
are multiplied we get the remaining three multiplication 
terms. Thus, we get 𝑏1, 𝑏2as the cube root from the four 
multiplication terms obtained by cubing of 2-digit number.  
 
 
Figure-1: Process for finding cube root of a 4, 5 or 6-digit 
number.  
B. Finding cube root of 7,8 or 9- digit number 
To find the cube root of 7, 8 or 9-digit number, we can 
consider the number as the seven multiplication terms when 
a 3-digit number is cubed.  The process remains the same as 
described in section III.A. First eliminate the first cube term 
to get the first digit of the cube root. Bring down the next 
three multiplication terms separated by commas, the last of 
which contains the cube of the next digit of the root. Find the 
partial divisor multiplying  3𝑎1
2 , 3𝑎1 , 1  and (𝑏2 , 𝑏2
2, 𝑏2
3) 
element wise i.e to get 3𝑏1
2𝑏2 , 3𝑏1𝑏2
2, 𝑏2
3, Subtract the result 
from the three multiplication terms brought down earlier as 
sown in Figure-2.  The difference 3𝑏1
2𝑏3, 6𝑏1𝑏2𝑏3is brought 
down and 𝑏2 is written at top as the next digit of the cube 
root.  The remaining three multiplication terms brought 
down and appended to the difference. To find the next digit 
of the cube root we form the partial divisor by multiplying 
[3(𝑏1 , 𝑏2)
2, 3 𝑏1 , 𝑏2 , 1]and [𝑏3,𝑏3
2, 𝑏3
3]. Note here that 
multiplying 3( 𝑏1, 𝑏2)
2 by 𝑏3 is equivalent to multiplication 
of 3(𝑏1
2, 2𝑏1𝑏2, 𝑏2
2)by 𝑏3, which results in 
3𝑏1
2𝑏3, 6𝑏1𝑏2 , 3𝑏2
2𝑏3.  Similarly multiplication of 3 𝑏1, 𝑏2 by 
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𝑏3
2 results in 3𝑏1𝑏3
2, 3𝑏2𝑏3
2.  The terms are subtracted from 
the corresponding terms brought down earlier which results 
in no-remainder. The third digit of the cube root i.e., 𝑏3is 
written at top as the last digit of the root. The described 
process is shown in figure-2. 
 
Figure-2: Process for finding cube root of a 7, 8 or 9-digit 
number.  
C. Algorithm for computing cube root  
We have seen that while computing cube root of 1,2 or 3-
digit number, 4,5 or 6-digit number and 7,8 or 9-digit 
number from their respective multiplication terms, except the 
first term, we brought down three consecutive multiplication 
terms to find the next digit of the cube root. So, we will mark 
the digits of multi-digit number in group of three digits 
starting from the right end before computing cube root using 
long division method. Grouping the digits in a group of 3 can 
be done by representing the given number as radix-1000 
representa. So, the algorithm is as follows.  
Let  X= radix-1000 representa representing the multi-digit 
number whose cube root is to be computed. 
R=radix-10, representa representing result, i.e., cube root.  
C=radix-10, representa to act as partial divisor to find the 
next digit of the root. 
D=radix-10 representa to act as partial dividend.  
Set D=X(1) 
#-Finding the first digit of the cube root 
For i=1 to 10 





While (last element of X not processed) 
Compute D=Subtract( D, C); 
Append the next element of X to D. 
C=[3*R*R, 3*R, 1]; 
For I=1 to 10 
P=[I, I*I, I*I*I]; 
#-Multiply C and P element-wise  
C=Multiply(C,P); 
if C > D 





In the algorithm, the first element of R, i.e., the first digit of 
cube root is obtained separately using a for-loop which runs 
1 to 10.The remaining digits of the cube root are computed 
inside the while-loop. To compute next digit of cube root, the 
for-loop which runs 1 to 10 is used. So, to find the cube root 
of 3N digit number, the operations inside the for-loop is used 
10N times in the worst case, which happens when the digits 
of cube root are all 9‘s. That is, the algorithm takes linear 
time, O(N).The algorithm can be easily extended to compute 
the cube root of floating point number or a non-perfect cube 
number up-to desired number of precision after decimal 
point. For computing cube roots of floating point numbers 
the digits in the integer part are marked in a group of 3 from 
right to left from the decimal point and the digits in the 
fractional part are marked in a group of 3 from left to right 
starting from the decimal point. For cube root of non-perfect 
cube number up to a desired precision, after the last digit of 
the given number is used, three zeros are appended to the 
non-zero remainder to form the next partial dividend for the 
computation of next digit of the cube root. The process 
continues till the desired length of cube root after decimal 
point is obtained.  
4. Experimental Result 
Computing cube root manually has been tried by many 
mathematicians including Aryabhatta. But the approaches 
they followed are difficult to understand and cannot be 
conveniently converted into a computer algorithm. 
Consequently, iterative approximation methods have been 
used to compute square roots and cube roots.  But the 
approximation methods have problems in finding the square 
roots or cube roots of large number or to find cube root of a 
non-perfect cube number to a desired precision. The 
proposed method of finding cube root of a positive number 
can be used to compute cube root of a number manually as 
well and computationally and the result obtained is the best 
result. The proposed algorithm is linear time algorithm and 
has been applied to find the cube root of single digit numbers 
2 and 5 and a double digit number 10 to generate cube root 
of these small numbers up to 30 digits. The same algorithm 
has been applied to find the cube root of a perfect cube 
number having 44 digits. The cube root is a 15 digit number, 
which when cubed get the same number.   Also, the 
algorithm has been applied to find cube roots of some of the 
RSA challenge numbers (RSA-100, RSA-130, RSA-200, 
RSA-240, RSA-500 and RSA-2048). Only the cube root is 
shown for these RSA-challenge numbers as the original RSA 
challenge numbers are quite lengthy and can be easily 





Cube root: 1.91293118277238910119911683954 
3. 10.0 
Cube root: 2.15443469003188372175929356651 
4. 83546779665562342421950171719070872029440703 
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A generalized algorithm for computing the cube root of a 
large number is proposed. Also, a new algorithm for 
computing the cube of a positive integer is proposed. The 
algorithm for computing cube root is based on the long 
division method, implemented using representa and Bino‘s 
model of multiplication. The general notion that long 
division method is manual method for computing square root 
and cube root is proved incorrect. The proposed algorithm is 
simple and fast. It can used to find the cube root of a single 
digit number or to an arbitrarily large number such as RSA-
challenge number. The long division method can be 
extended to compute the nth root of any positive real number 
giving the best precision. 
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